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hourS workEd ANd AccoMplIShMENtS

6/10–6/16  (35hours)   Image research and developing idea 

6/17–6/23  (33hours)   developing a motif and page design

6/24–6/30  (35hours)   Adjusting photographs and lay-out

7/01–7/08  (37hours)   continued photography and typography lay-out
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r e f l e c t i o n 
My summer internship took place at Madskill, a creative consulting company. they help guide businesses, 
organizations and individuals to communicate effectively and creatively. their services include creating 
company commercials, promotions, and events from getting ideas to final products. their clients are  
relatively well-known and wide ranging from Scion, Subaru, and Bank of hawaii to department of Education 
and Smithsonian Institute. they did some website designing projects in the past, however, the company is 
in the process of expanding to web design and print design. 

this was my first experience working in a firm outside school as a designer. this gave me some confidence 
in my skills. 

Although I researched what Madskill does prior to the interview, I had little idea what I would do at Madskill. 
Eventually, I designed and did the lay-out of the company’s press kit, up to pre-press. By going through the 
whole process, including reflecting on their concept, then adjusting the photos, doing the lay-out, and  
working on the typography, I learned some of the pitfalls and how to do it better next time. 

I like print design. So I appreciate that the supervisor let me do the whole job to create the press kit up to 
pre-press. through the internship, I became more familiar with Indesign than before and I’d like to develop 
my technical skill further.

I recommend this internship to students who like working on concept development.

S t r e n G t H S AnD W eAKne S S 
My strength was probably in conveying complex concept and design into a simple form. on the other hand, 
my weaknesses are communication and not having sufficient technical knowledge. 

My big gain through this internship was the effort to transform an abstract idea into a visual form and  
design it. I had to question every idea I came up with and evaluate which one was the best solution. 
Although it was a little bit stressful during the brainstorming process, which took for a while, I liked finding 
(visual) solutions.

the challenge was to get what the client was really looking for. And I learned how important  
communication was. the client (the supervisor) spent a lot of time to communicate with me to help me 
getting a good idea for the press kit. however, I was not sure what information I really needed more for the 
source of idea besides understanding what the client gave me. I realized that real (outside) clients probably 
have only limited amount of time to communicate with a designer. Good communication skill saves time. 

Also, having technical knowledge saves time. I had to re-do some photograph adjustments such as  
changing resolution, sizes and brightness. If I had more knowledge regarding photoshop, I could have 
saved time. those experiences are already worth a lot to me. 

I did the design work by myself. the people contributed to the project were (a) the photographer who  
provided the images, (b) the staff who prepared some of the images, and (c) the supervisor who provided 
the history and vision of the company. he also provided texts and did the Enso (circle in calligraphy). 
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M Y  W o r K 
My work at Madskill was to create the company’s press kit. It started from getting the client’s idea,  
developing the concept, and to designing page layout to preparing for printing. My supervisor was the client.  

FIrSt wEEk   I researched many images and words to get some ideas of designing the press kit and did 
some sketches. the supervisor provided me with the company background and his idea about the press 
kit. Also, he showed me some possible visual references. however, it took a week for me to come up with 
a better solution. I think it took too long in terms of real client job situation. I also started working on the lay 
out based on the outline the supervisor gave me and tried out some grids and fonts.

SEcoNd wEEk   I worked from home because the supervisor was not present in the office. I researched 
patterns and created a motif possibly to be used throughout the press kit. It was not exactly what the  
supervisor wanted. however, from this point on, we developed a better solution together. I designed the 
company’s seal as a signature. I also started page design on this week. 

thIrd wEEk   I mainly worked on photograph lay out in Service section of the press kit. Although I did 
rough page lay out before, once the texts and photos are placed, some pages and lay out adjustments 
were needed. Also I needed to understand some basic content information about each project in order to 
arrange the photos and their sizes. 

I went through the final photos the supervisor selected and adjusted brightness and cleaned some spots on 
the photos in photoshop. Since the photos were not all 300 dpi, a staff tried to prepare photos in 300 dpi for 
me. then, I needed to do photo clean-ups and adjustments one more time. By the end of the third week, 
most of the final texts and photos were laid out. 

Fourth wEEk   After talking to the printer, the supervisor decided to change the size of the press kit. So 
I needed some adjustments including changing the size of the pages. I also created separate pages for a 
folded page, worked on client page, which involved lay out of many company logos. I also designed  
a cd label. 

overall, the supervisor liked the design of the press kit. It succeeded in conveying the client’s philosophy. I 
like it too because the press kit has “humble yet solid” quality.

one of the supervisor’s (client’s) purposes of creating the press kit is to change the image of the company. 
I hope I made a contribution for his company. If it had been my personal work, I may have added one (tint) 
color to lighten up the press kit (although I am not sure if it would have worked). 
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S A M p l e  W o r K
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